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Where Dance is the  
Ultimate Expression

RegisteR  
for Classes 

today!
NoW 

acceptiNg 
NeW 

daNcers!
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Come on down to Bear Essentials!
The UAHS School Store

School Supplies
Paperback books
Spirit Wear for the whole family
Gym Bags
Gift Items

Store Hours: 7:50a.m. - 3:15p.m. on school days 

Call us at: 487-5237

We’ve got a lot in stock including:

2140 tremont center
Upper arlington, ohio 43221

www.huffmansmarket.com

MoNday - satUrday
8 a.m. - 9 p.m.

sUNday
9 a.m. - 6 p.m.

The Quality You Expect ... The Service You Deserve.

Perfect For Game Days,  
Birthdays, & Mondays! 

(614) 717-9404  •  6051 SawMill RD  •  DuBlin, OH 43017

Trays at
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Arlingtonian is a student-produced 
newsmagazine published approximately every four 
weeks by the Journalism III-A students at Upper 
Arlington High School. The publication has been 
established as a public forum for student expression 
and for the discussion of issues of concern to its 
audience. It will not be reviewed or restrained by 
school officials prior to publication or distribution.

Since Arlingtonian is a forum for student 
expression, the editorial board, which consists of 
the staff’s editors, will determine the content of 
the newsmagazine and all unsigned editorials; 
therefore, material may not necessarily reflect the 
opinions or policies of Upper Arlington school 
officials. 

The views stated in editorials represent that of a 
majority of the editorial board. No single member 
of the editorial board can be held responsible for 
editorial content decisions. Signed columns or 
reviews represent only the opinion of the author.

Arlingtonian welcomes letters to the editor, 
guest columns and news releases from faculty, 
administrators, community residents, students and 
the general public. The Arlingtonian editorial board 

reserves the right to withhold a letter or column 
and return it for more information if it determines 
the piece contains items of unprotected speech as 
defined by this policy. 

As a public forum, all letters and columns 
meeting the above criteria will be posted in full 
on the Arlingtonian web site at www.arlingtonian.
com for a minimum of four weeks. Arlingtonian and 
its staff will strive to publish only legally protected 
speech following the legal definitions for libel, 
obscenity and invasion of privacy. 

The staff will also refrain from printing stories 
that create a material disruption of school activities. 
Because the Arlingtonian staff will determine 
content of the publication, it will therefore also take 
complete legal and financial responsibility for what 
is printed. Arlingtonian will not avoid publishing 
a story solely on the basis of possible dissent or 
controversy.

The Arlingtonian staff raises and pays all printing 
and production costs through advertising sales, 
donations and fundraisers.

The editor or co-editors shall interpret and 
enforce this editorial policy.

thank you to our Donors!
Arlingtonian is provided free to all students and staff with  
contributions from the generous people and businesses below

Arlingtonian Editorial Policy

letter from the editor

goldeN Bear
carol Hemmerly

diaMoNd

platiNUM
gregor and Jamie gilliom
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the shafer Family
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Anonymous (1)
colleen & corey grabovac
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About our donors
Donation levels indicate 

the gift category of the 
donation:  
golden bear: $300+,  
Diamond: $200,  
Platinum: $100,  
gold: $50,  
silver: $25,  
bronze: $10. 

golden bear, Diamond and 
Platinum contributions 
are listed in all remaining 
issues for that school year. 
other donations are listed 
in the issue following the 
donation.

donAte  to ArlingtoniAn
we accept donations 

throughout the school 
year. to find out more, 
go to: 
www.arlingtonian.com/
donate

As the school year rolls in, so does the stress of 
homework, tests, and for some, college applications. 
It’s easy to get wrapped up in the same routines: 
school, work, club meetings, sports practices. It’s easy 
to get lost in the mayhem that is high school, but 
it’s never been more important to be aware of what’s 
happening around you. 

There are events happening, decisions being made, 
and changes being implemented that impact you, 
your family, and your neighbors greatly, and it’s up to 
you to stay informed. 

As Editor in Chief, it’s up to me to make sure 
you can do that through Arlingtonian. Managing 

Editor Kelly Chian, Copy Editor Ellise Shafer and 
I are committed to covering local, national, and 
international news in each issue. 

This year, my goal is for Arlingtonian to explore 
all the facets of UAHS and the community at large. 
Sometimes, even within our school, decisions are 
being made without our input. I’m dedicated to 
informing you of what’s going on, so that you can 
take hold of your education. 

I’m hoping to highlight more student and faculty 
accomplishments through the publication. People 
are doing all sorts of extraordinary things, and they 
deserve some recognition. I’m proud to debut a new 
section, “UA Profiles”, to serve this purpose. 

In addition, I believe it’s imperative to expose 
and analyze the larger problems in our society, as 
it pertains to our community. I will not shy away 
from controversy. And in today’s world, I recognize 
that things aren’t usually black and white, yes or 
no. I aim to reveal all sides of a story, whether that 
be two, three or five sides, in the pursuit of the 
objective truth. 

The Arlingtonian staff and I are stepping out 
of our comfort zones in order to provide the 
most accurate and relevant information to our 
readers. We are going to report what we believe is 
important, even if we face opposition along the way. 

I’m asking you to do the same: step outside your 
comfort zone. Learn about an issue. Understand 
the different perspectives. Think. Question yourself. 
Formulate your opinions. And then, tell us about it. 

If you have ideas, suggestions or comments, please 
email arlingtonians@yahoo.com. 

Enjoy the issue!

Jenny Jiao
Editor in Chief



 park reNovatioNs
Fancyburg saved, but work on 
northam continues

a fter pushback from the community, the 
proposed changes to Fancyburg Park 

have been withdrawn, but the renovation of 
northam Park continues. 

Earlier this year, Michael diBlasi, 
president of Bear cub Baseball, proposed 

the creation of eight new baseball fields at 
Fancyburg Park as a solution to the lack of 
space for the growing organization.

However, after about 225 community 
members voiced their opposition at the 
Parks and recreation hearing on May 27, 
the city withdrew the proposal. 

sophomore ali koeneman said turning 
the open fields of Fancyburg into baseball 
diamonds would be “completely out of line,” 
and “[she] grew up going [to Fancyburg] 
and turning it all into baseball diamonds 
would just ruin it.”

northam Park, however, is still being 
renovated. According to the City of upper 
Arlington’s website, components of the 
park have been degrading over time. the 
tremont Pool, for example, was closed 
after the 2014 season because of structural 
issues. there are also several drainage issues 
that cause problems during bad weather.

the renovations at northam have been 
in progress since last year. last year, the 
public parking lot off tremont road was 
renovated. the next phase of the renovation 
will be reconfiguration of the park with a 
multi-use path.    

by AlAynA Press, ‘17

 teachiNg teachers
summer iteach Institute helps 
teachers learn new skills

staff members from uA took part in the 
summer iteach institute on Aug. 5 and 6. 
According to their official website, 

summer iteach institute is a two-day long 
series of seminars taught by a variety of 
instructors designed to instruct on how to 
teach students more effectively.

Most of the seminars were technology-
based, helping teachers understand 
how to use resources like the internet as 
classroom tools.

others were more general, such as 
kathy lawton’s seminar “How to react 
to Challenging Behaviors,” which advised 
on how to deal with to negative behavior 
from students. these seminars are primarily 
designed to help the traditional classrooms 
to be more effective. 

by olIVIA VAn ArsDAle, ‘17

 laptops for stUdeNts
macbook Airs for all uA schools

MacBook Airs are being distributed to 
all upper Arlington students  for the 

2015-16 school year. 
After a vetting process involving 

uA teachers, administrators and board 
members, the 11-inch Macbook Air was 
picked over the iPad as uA schools’ gadget 
of choice.  Each student will also receive a 
black laptop case with the school’s mission 
statement on it.

 the district is planning a gradual 
rollout of the devices, as the district is 
taking a conservative approach to combat 
possible tech issues, such as problems with 
bandwidth. internet censorship may also 
have to be reworked for the sake of research. 
While the dispersal is being planned, the 
addition of new chief technology officer 
keith pomeroy, effective Aug. 1, will speed 
the process.

by olIVIA VAn ArsDAle, ‘17

every uA student is going to receive a laptop for 
the 2015-16 school year, along with a black case 
with the school’s mission statement. 

PHoto By toM WEiMEr

‘save Ua 911’
community pushes against 
relocation of emergency 
responders

in February, the City of upper Arlington 
began negotiations to consolidate the upper 

Arlington Police and Fire departments with the 
Columbus Departments, and members of the 
community are rallying against the relocation 
due to safety concerns.

According to the City of upper Arlington 
website, relocation would save approximately 
$600,000, and the dispatch center could 
afford newer technology. in addition, 
cellular calls must be transferred to uA from 
Columbus already. 

some community members, however, 
disagree with the relocation.  former Ua 
dispatcher charlie reed founded a group for 
residents against the consolidation in late June. 

the group, ‘save uA 911,’ has a website with 
a petition against the relocation which has 
collected over 500 signatures.    

the City of uA has been considering 
consolidating the departments since 2010, 
although the community was not informed of 
it until earlier this year. According to the save 
uA 911 website, residents are unhappy with 
the timing of the announcement. 

the city recently addressed concerns on its 
website by assuring the community that the 
consolidation would not affect response time 
of emergency dispatchers. 

However, a letter posted to the save uA 
911 website written by retired Ua police 

officer Brian s. young said, “Maybe it won’t 
make much difference when it comes to 
cellular 911 calls. Most of the calls they receive 
on a daily basis are more routine in nature… 
the time required to dispatch these calls will 
most definitely increase.” 

He also thinks that the upper Arlington 
Police officers have a familiarity with the 
community that is important to their 
response time.

the City of upper Arlington has continued  
to push for the merge. According to an article 
by 10tV, on July 27, assistant city Manager 
dan ralley told the streets Department to 
remove any yard signs that were in the public 
right of way. residents protested and requested 
the return of their yard signs, but were only 
given back a few of the total 600.

the final decision is estimated to take place 
by the end of the year.  

by AlAynA Press,  ‘17

PHoto By toM WEiMEr

‘save uA 911’ signs show passion for the issue. 
600 signs were printed, but only around 250 were 
returned by the streets Department.

Proposed changes to Fancyburg Park have been 
withdrawn after approximately 225 community 
members voiced their opposition at the Parks and 
recreation hearing on may 27.

PHoto By sArAH MArtin
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the united states, the uK, russia, germany, France, 
china, the european union and Iran foreign affairs 
ministers met to discuss.

PHoto CourtEsy oF WikiPEDiA

Summer Recap
Major news events occurred during summer break

Supreme Court legalizes 
same-sex marriage

In the case of obergefell v. Hodges, the supreme Court decided 5-4 that 
same sex marriage is a constitutional right on June 26. 

same sex marriages will be under the “ same terms as accorded to 
couples of the opposite sex”and cannot be outlawed by any state.

“[same sex couples] ask for equal dignity in the eyes of the law. the 
Constitution grants them that right,” Justice Anthony kennedy wrote.

Chief Justice John g. roberts Jr. does not oppose the decision but 
believes the decision should be made by the states not the supreme Court.

“Whether same-sex marriage is a good idea should be of no concern to 
us,” roberts wrote.

roberts wants people to celebrate the decision but not due to the 
constitution.

“Celebrate the achievement of a desired goal. Celebrate the opportunity 
for a new expression of commitment to a partner. Celebrate the availability 
of new benefits. But do not celebrate the Constitution. it had nothing to do 

with it,” Chief Justice roberts wrote. 
kennedy acknowledges that the debate will continue as those opposed 

with the same sex marriage will continue to oppose same sex marriage. 

By kElly CHiAn, ‘16

Supreme Court 
reaches decision on 
health care subsidies

supreme Court decided that obama’s 
healthcare law will be allowed to grant 

subsidies nationwide to the poor and middle 
class to help them pay for health insurance.

Chief Justice John g. roberts Jr. and five 
other judges want to consider the balance of 
powers when respecting Congress’s decision. 

“But in every case we must respect the role 
of the legislature, and take care not to undo 
what it has done. A fair reading of legislation 

demands a fair understanding of the legislative 
plan,” roberts said.

Based on the legislation’s intent, roberts 
believes the Act will help the economy and 
therefore should be legal for subsidies.

“Congress passed the Affordable Care Act 
to improve health insurance markets, not to 
destroy them. if at all possible, we must interpret 
the Act in a way that is consistent with the 
former, and avoids the latter,” roberts wrote.

Justice Antonin scalia and two dissenting 
justices believe the Affordable Care Act should 
be viewed literally and accuses the decision to 
be more political than legal. 

Additionally, scalia believes the decision 
should be relegated to Congress, not the 
supreme Court.  

Countries attempt 
nuclear deal with Iran

Iran and six nations, the united states, 
France, China, uk, russia, and germany, 

reached an agreement of lifting the 
economic sanctions for the limitation of 
iran’s ability to create nuclear weapons.

“today’s announcement marks one 
more chapter in our pursuit of a safer, more 
helpful and more hopeful world,” President 
Barack obama said.

However, israeli Prime Minister Benjamin 
netanyahu believes the deal is a mistake. 
He is lobbying to encourage to be against 
the deal.

 “this is a time to stand up and be 
counted. oppose this dangerous deal,” 
netanyahu said.

in the agreement, iran will decrease 
the amount of of enriched uranium by 
98%, have two thirds of its centrifuges 
under international supervision, grant 
international Atomic Energy Agency  
access and accept economic sanctions if 
violations occur.  

kagan sotomayor

thomas

ginsburg Breyer

Alito roberts

kennedy

scalia

In a close 5-4 ruling, the Supreme Court ruled 
that same sex marriage is a Constitutional right 

PHoto illustrAtion By CArolinE CHiDEstEr 

supporters rally at the supreme court during King v. burwell hearings. the decision in King v. burwell 
determined the constitutionality of the Affordable care Act. 

PHoto CourtEsy oF lADAWnA HoWArD/FliCkr
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Athletes

PHoto By CArolinE CHiDEstEr

PAgE DEsign By 
CArolinE CHiDEstEr, ’17

Fall and winter sports teams begin their seasons 
with intense training

PHoto By sArAH MArtinPHoto By CHArlottE JAnEs

▲ Boys BasketBall: senior Zane laws makes 
a basket during an Aug. 4 shooting practice. these 
shooting drills and other practices will help prepare 
the team for its upcoming winter season.

▶ giRls soCCeR: while attempting to avoid 
senior Anne mcPherson, sophomore sydney lowe 
tries to steer the ball towards her team’s goal on 
July 17. this and numerous other scrimmages will 
help the girls begin their season strong.

▲ giRls field HoCkey: senior captain Frances 
sullivan prepared for tryouts Aug. 2 by running. 
the team started off a rigorous three-day tryout 
with a 5k run to assess players’ fitness and assist 
their season training.

▶▶ footBall: Junior eJ caldwell prepares 
to pass during an offensive 7-on-7 drill against 
Pickerington north on July 15. the drill will help 
prepare the football team for its first game against 
Dublin Jerome Friday, Aug. 28. 

▶ giRls VolleyBall: Freshman elizabeth 
masters spikes the ball to junior sophie grund’s 
team in a July 17 volleyball practice game. this well-
executed spike will win masters’ team the point.



f o ot B a l l
senior cJ 
Johnson
our team  
has been 
preparing for 
the upcoming 
season with ...   
lifting, practices 
and team camps. 
We spent three days overnight at 
Wittenberg university as a team for some 
team bonding and to get closer as a 
brotherhood, which was really hard work, 
and now we are in in two-a-days and we 
are preparing for week one.

our expectations for the upcoming 
season are... to win, to bring back the uA 
tradition of winning. We expect playoffs 
and nothing less and a state championship.

•  •  •  •  •  •  •  • 

g i R l s  V o l l e y B a l l
senior  
caroline 
Warner
our team  
has been 
preparing for 
the upcoming 
season 
by...  lifting 
and conditioning, 
trying to get stronger 
and staying shape. We’ve also had many 
open gyms and practices preparing us for 
this season.  Along with that, our team has 
had team bonding. We are trying to become 
closer and ultimately a family, overall helping 
us be a better team on the court. 

our expectations for the upcoming 
season are...  a winning season, along 
with a run in the tournament at the end of 
our season. We know what we can do as a 
team and we expect great results.  

Captains’ Chat
CoMPilED By ColE PirWitz
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A high school student starts on the college applications process. with admissions opening in August, students often feel pressure to finish their applications before the 
school year even begins. 

by first last, ’14

As senior Gabe Murray enters UAHS 
on the first day of his senior year,  
he finds himself thinking about 

his future. There is an uncomfortable stress 
that hangs over him, as well as many of his 
classmates who are also thinking forward. 

Those who have already started the college 
admission process know that it is not an 
easy one. College visits, standardized tests, 
completing the common app-the list goes on 
and on. Many stress about grades: if it’s too late 
to get their GPA up, or if they need to take the 
ACT again. 

“You need amazing grades to get into 
college [for our generation],” Murray said. 

This statement is now truer than ever, with 
application rates to elite universities being 
the highest and acceptance rates the lowest 
ever reported, according to the article “Best, 
Brightest, and Rejected: Elite Colleges Turn 
Away Up to 95%” by  New York Times writer 
Richard Pérez-Peña. 

Stanford University, for example, receives 
more and more applications each year. 
However, in 2014, Stanford received 42,167 
applications- and sent only 2,138 acceptance 
notices, as stated in the article. 

“Deluged by more applications than 
ever, the most selective colleges are, 
inevitably, rejecting a vast majority, including 
legions of students they once would have 
accepted,”Pérez-Peña wrote. “Admissions 
directors at these institutions say that most of 
the students they turn down are such strong 
candidates that many are indistinguishable 
from those who get in.” 

In order for students to beat the 

competition, many resort to cramming 
their schedules full with activities- which 
can in turn have a negative effect on their 
actual schoolwork.

“[It’s] hard to keep up with colleges’ 
demands because you need to fit everything 
into your schedule. You need extracurriculars 
and sports, and then on top of that you need 
to go on [college] visits,” Murray said. “It all 
takes away from homework—which ends up 
being your grades, making it a lot to fit into 
such a tight schedule.”

Colleges are expecting the best out of 
students, in the classroom and out. Such 
high pressure for the future results in the 
misconception that if a student does not get 
into the most prestigious college they apply to, 
they have failed.

Despite this, Murray shared that he, along 
with other students he knows, did not take his 
education seriously in his first years at UAHS. 

“When [we] got into high school, [we] 
really didn’t take the first year seriously,” 
Murray said. “[We] are now struggling to catch 
up and have felt depressed because of it.” 

A lot of students will not feel the severity 
of depression over this issue, but many will 
feel an increased level of stress. A study done 
in 2013 by the American Psychological 
Association shows teens experience a 5.8 
stress level during the school year, which is 
deemed to be unhealthy (3.9 is normal) and 
rivals adult stress levels of 5.1. Even during 
August, which is considered summer for 
most, the report found teens had a stress 
level of 4.6, which is still unhealthy. 

As a result of the Common Application 

going live Aug. 1, senior Abigail Deshler has 
felt her stress levels rise. 

“The college admissions process has caused 
me to be more stressed because I don’t know 
what to expect quite yet,” Deshler said. “I want 
to be able to have options when it comes time 
to choose a college that is right for me.”

 

The Buckeye Effect
One reason that Upper Arlington students 

might feel more anxiety to be admitted to “the 
right” colleges is that one prestigious university 
sits literally adjacent to the district. 

The Ohio State University is located less 
than 15 minutes away from the high school. 
OSU admissions has become much more 
selective with its admissions over the past 15 
years, and with 21 percent of graduated seniors 

from UAHS going there this fall and even 
more who applied, there is a pressure to get 
accepted into OSU. 

Junior Madeleine McKenna said she feels 
this pressure while thinking about college and 
what it might take to get in.  

“There is a lot of pressure at UA [to get into 
Ohio State] because a lot of the students are so 
smart and so many kids end up going there,” 

PHoto illustrAtion By CArolinE CHiDEstEr

“[It’s] hard to keep up with colleges’ demands... you need 
extracurriculars and sports, and then on top of that you 
need to go on [college] visits.”

senior gabe Murray

College admissions 
process leaves students 
stressed, anxious
By ColE PirWitz, ’16 AnD EllisE sHAFEr, ‘17
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McKenna said. “There is a lot of competition, 
so it adds onto the pressure.”

In Palo Alto, California, there is more of an 
epidemic of pressure that high school students 
feel from nearby colleges. Palo Alto High 
School is in the shadow of Stanford University, 
which only admitted 5 percent of applicants in 
2014. (See Not Getting In.) Many employees 
of the university live in Palo Alto and their 
children attend the high school. With such 
pressure coming from the parents and school, 
students in Palo Alto feel the stress, and some 
even felt it enough to take their own lives. 

Frank Bruni, columnist for The New York 
Times, wrote in his article “Best, Brightest- 
and Saddest” that between May 2009 and 
January 2010, five Palo Alto teens stepped 
in front of trains to take their lives. And, 
three more did the same between October 
2014 and April 2015, forming a fatal 
pattern. Local newspapers called  it a “suicide 
contagion” and there are now suicide 
lookouts patrolling the railways. 

Even though OSU is no Stanford, students 
still feel the pressure of being so close to such 
a well-known university. As OSU is by far the 
most popular college for UA students, this 
can bring pressure to students to at least be 
admitted to the university, even if they don’t 
end up going there in the fall.

Parental Pressure
Another source of the pressure to get into 

a prestigious college comes from the people 
closest to many teens: their parents. 

By nature, parents want what is best for 
their children. They want them to be successful 
and happy, but many parents end up putting 

high standards to which some kids can’t live 
up, President of the American Psychological 
Association Alan Kazdin said.

“The research shows that we 
consistently overestimate their self-control, 
ability to persevere and stay on task, 
consistency of performance, and social 
ability,” Kazdin said in his article “Why 
Can’t Johnny Jump Tall Buildings?”. 

Murray agrees with Kazdin, saying that he 
feels pressure from his parents to go above and 
beyond academically.

“There is a lot of pressure to be an 
overachieving student,” Murray said. “Most of 
it comes from parents, but you really need to 
focus in on what you want and how hard you 
are willing to work. To be an over achieving 
student, you need to put in a lot of time and 
effort to be that student.” 

With college admissions having grown 
so competitive over the past 15 years, it 
is a whole different monster than what it 
was in the 1980s, when most parents were 
applying to colleges. 

“[My parents] want me to be successful as 
bad as I want to be successful, but that ends 
up sometimes being too much pressure,” 
McKenna said. 

Societal Stress
Added to all this is the pressure students feel 

from society and their communities. For some 
students, the name of their future college might 
not matter, but for others, it definitely does. 

“The name does matter to some people. 
If you say that you went to Ohio State to 
someone you won’t be as judged as if you said 
you went to Columbus State,” Murray said. 

A college or university’s name does seem to 
carry significant weight. This though, could 
not always be what is right for the student. 
The most important thing is finding a right fit, 
and with many elite colleges and universities 
turning away 70-90 percent of applicants, 
rejected students are left  still needing to 
find the best school for them, even if it isn’t 
considered the “best” college. 

Finding the right school has mostly to 
do with the student’s comfortability in the 
environment it offers, according to a research 
report written by  W.J. Bruce Fleming, an 
academic adviser at the College of Charleston.

“The institution’s overall feel becomes 
extremely important in determining the 
relationship that develops between the college 
environment and its students,” Fleming wrote. 

However, McKenna said when looking at 
colleges, she focuses more on academic aspects.

“Education plays a big part in colleges 
you look at because you want to look beyond 
college and the jobs you might want after,” 
McKenna said. 

One might call this Ivy League expectations, 
but does the reputation of the college really 

have anything to do with life after college?
The New York Times column “How to 

Survive the College Admissions Madness”  by 
Frank Bruni explores this issue. 

“Midway through last year, I looked up 
the undergraduate alma maters of the chief 
executives of the top ten corporations in the 
Fortune 500,” Bruni stated in the article. 
“These were the schools: the University 
of Arkansas; the University of Texas; the 
University of California, Davis; the University 
of Nebraska; Auburn; Texas A&M; the 
General Motors Institute (now called Kettering 
University); the University of Kansas; the 
University of Missouri, St. Louis; and 
Dartmouth College.” 

Not one Harvard, Yale, or Stanford. But 
shouldn’t they be the biggest and brightest, 
destined for greatness in this modern world? 
Not in all cases, or even in some. 

“As long as you get the education you 
should be alright,” Murray said. “Some people 
may be looking at the name of the college 
when you’re applying for a job but in reality it 
shouldn’t really matter.”

This mantra of getting into the best college 
and you’ll do the best in the world seems to not 
necessarily be true, but many students go by it, 
strive by it and are crushed when applying to 
universities with low acceptance rates. 

“If the school that you want to go to says 
they don’t want you, then it’s really sad,” 
McKenna said. 

college / university Acceptance rate 
Fall 2014

stanford university 5.07%

Harvard university 5.9%

yale university 6.26%

Columbia university 6.94%

Princeton university 7.28%

Massachusetts institute  
of technology (Mit)

7.7%

Popular matriculation destinations for uA students

the ohio state  
university (osu)

           55.5%

ohio university (ou)              73%

Miami university            66.8%

university of Cincinnati            73.2%

Not getting in
Higher Ed. institutions 
acceptance rates vary

sourCE: ACCEPtAnCErAtE.CoM

“[It’s] hard to keep up with colleges’ demands... you need 
extracurriculars and sports, and then on top of that you 
need to go on [college] visits.”

senior gabe Murray
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NORWESTER 2016: Intersections
help Us create  

aN aMaziNg yearBook! 
send us your school-related photos to print  

in the uAHs 2016 norwester yearbook at 
norwester@uaschools.org.

• • • • •
• pre-order your 2016 norwester yearbook at the 

Uahs open house this september.

• senior portraits are due the first day of second 
semester. email your high-resolution digital 
image to norwester@uaschools.org.

• • • • •

Even though maybe their first choice 
turned out to be not right and their 
second choice was a better fit, students 
still feel this rejection. It is all subjective in 
such a chaotic period of time that it seems 
many students feel the pressure from just 
being a part of it all.  

Finding Balance
To resolve the stress many students feel 

regarding the college admissions process, 
a variety of tactics can be employed. One 

idea deals with acknowledging the societal 
expectations of college acceptance and 
making a change regarding this issue.

“It’s more important to go to a school 
that’s right for you because you want to 
be successful in whatever you do and the 
school that you go to is going to help you 
do that,” Murray said. 

Society has this idea that even if it is not 
the best fit, prestige is everything. 

In his research of this topic, Bruni found 
that most students don’t feel human during 
the process of college admittance, although 
most colleges they apply to could not be the 
right fit, so a rejection might be a blessing 
for the student, rather than a curse. 

Parents are also part of the solution to 
this problem. In Bruni’s report, students 
find most of their stress and fear for college 
comes from their parents. This can come 
from comparing themselves to their child, 
or comparing their child to other students. 

This could be because parents haven’t 
realized the growing challenges into 
getting into some prestigious colleges. 
Having irrational expectations can make 
students feel overwhelmed and pressured 
to be something they might not be able to 

achieve, which is an issue.
The last solution is simply to educate 

students. Let them know that it is okay 
to not get into the best universities, as 
long as the one they choose is right for 
them. Have teachers, counselors, and 
administration teach students these values, 
and let them know they aren’t alone, 
because the loneliness is what causes some 
students to resort to extremes. 

“Teachers can help by making students 
aware of their own experiences in college and 
catering to the curriculum that best helps 
students get into college,” McKenna said. 

Catering more to the student and 
allowing them to slowly get used to 
the college admissions process and just 
how college works in general will make 
students a lot less likely to feel what can be 
detrimental pressure and stress.

With college applications looming over 
seniors’ heads as they enter their final year 
of high school, many may think there will 
be little enjoyment. But, with changes in 
attitude from society, students and parents, 
students enjoy their final years in high 
school with a  normal amount of stress and 
a decrease in pressure. 

a leagUe of its oWN: located in california, 
stanford university is known for its rigorous 
admissions process. In 2014, they denied more 
than 40,000 applicants.

PHoto CourtEsy oF WikiPEDiA
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At sambaFrEsH, our mission is to provide nourishing, clean fuel for the  
mind, body and spirit. We empower, educate and inspire others to be mindful 
of what they put in their bodies. our juice is always cold-pressed, allowing a 
minimum mixing of air with the juices which results in very slow oxidation or 
decomposition. using relationships with over 30 local organic/pesticide-free 
farms, we source all our fresh ingredients from farmers right here in ohio.

take advantage of our loyalty Program: 
Buy 12 juices and get 1 free!

http://www.sambafresh.com    //    drink@sambafresh.com

Upper arlington, ohio

614-918-7716

4939 Dierker road 
upper Arlington, oH 43220

New albany, ohio

614-245-4575

260 Market st, suite B 
new Albany, oH 43054
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outside the Box: katie trace

Beyond the classroom: Jennifer Mox 

in the arts: grant Jones

for the community: Mary greenlee 

Junior katie trace made an olympic trial cut 
in the 400 iM with the time of 453.1 this summer in 
greensboro, north Carolina.

“the top eight swimmers in that event make it into the 
semi finals,” trace said.  “then they swim again for the finals 
and the top two swimmers go on to swim for team usA.” 

katie’s summer was spent in constant training 
with uA swim club. 

“We had two practices everyday. in the morning we 
got into the water at 5:45 at northwest swim club and 
got out at 7:30. Mon., Wed. and Fri. we would head over 

to the high school to lift.” she said. “Everyday we would also 
have a practice 2-4 at the high school.” 

With a successful summer coming to an end, 
katie feels that she spent her break in the right way. 

 “it was definitely so much fun to spend so much 
time with the girls even that we spend so much time 
together,” she said. “really seeing how much time i 
put into that race and seeing it all pay off, it was a 
very relieving and exciting feeling.”

by mcDAnIel HArtrAnFt , ‘17

Jennifer Mox is the new assistant principal at 
uAHs; she will oversee the sophomore class and 
part of the freshman class. Ms. Mox has over 20 years 
of experience in education and before her current 
position, she served as the assistant principal at 
Baldwin road Junior High school in reynoldsburg.

in addition, Mox is leading the new Culture and 
Diversity Club this year. 

“in this community, we are going to be 
interacting with different types of people... so 
we need to figure out our own values and ideas,” 
Mox said. “the goal is to figure out who we are 

as individuals versus who we are as a community 
within the building.”

Mox’s experience in education has led her to 
believe being active and present in student life is 
an integral part of being successful at her job.

“My biggest focal point is to get to know 
the kids, get to know what [they’re] involved 
in,” Mox said. “[students] should feel really 
comfortable having an assistant principal walk 
into [a] classroom and interact and taking 
part in [their] learning.”

by Jenny JIAo, ‘16

senior Mary greenlee went to Malowi, Africa on 
a mission trip this summer, through northwest Bible 
Church in Hilliard.

 “i went because my cousin went last summer 
and hearing all about her experience made me 
want to go and i think i will use Africa in my 
capstone,” she said. “i also have always wanted to 
get a new perspective.” 

spending two weeks in the city of zomba, 
greenlee was able to help out at a multipurpose 
orphanage called Passion Center. 

While staying in zomba greenlee was able to 

run a mini school, vacation bible school, visit hospitals 
and bring people care packages. 

“there was this one time when we ran a mini school 
and i was in the computer room. We had brought 
computers over from the states and they never had seen 
a computer.” she said “it was amazing that i was able to 
be the one to teach them how to use a mouse.” 

greenlee recommends the trip to anyone and plans 
to spend a month there next year.

by mcDAnIel  HArtrAnFt, ‘17

senior grant Jones spent his summer creating a 
documentary showcasing his summer experiences. 

“the idea originated last summer when my friends and 
i would spend a lot of time doing outdoor activities,” Jones 
said. “this summer, we wanted to create something that 
we could show other people to share our experiences.”

Activities documented include hiking, jumping off 
waterfalls, and exploring abandoned buildings.

Jones took a documentary approach to the film to 
capture the candid experiences.

“All the footage is unscripted. it’s all taken while it’s 

happening,” he said. “Also, i incorporate interviews 
that are conducted during, or after we do 
something on film.”

Jones has an interest in cinematography and 
says this summer’s experience has enhanced his 
abilities and skills.

“i’ve never worked on a full-on documentary,” 
he said. “it’s taught me how to capture the 
moment better because there’s no second take.

the film is set to release in late sept.
by  Jenny JIAo, ‘16

PHoto By toM WEiMEr
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By MAEVE o’BriEn, ’16

ver the summer, a group of 
students from UAHS embarked 
on a trip that led them throughout 

renowned Western European cities. Over 
the course of 11 days, students traveled 
from Amsterdam to Paris to Geneva to 
Davos, where they attended a three-day 
human rights summit. 

The trip commenced with students 
flying into Amsterdam on June 19, where 
they spent three days touring the city. 
They then stayed 
for two days each 
in Paris and Geneva 
before taking a 
train to Davos 
for the summit. 
Their time in the 
cities were largely 
spent sightseeing, 
shopping, eating and 
visiting museums, 
palaces and 
churches. 

Their days 
consisted of traveling 
with the Education 
First tour company, 
but included a few 
hours of free time each day to roam the 
cities independently and observe the life 
and culture there. 

Students from Upper Arlington also 
traveled with people from a private school 
in North Carolina. 

Senior Erica Hartmus was one of the 
student attendees and enjoyed the experience 
of seeing Europe with new friends. 

“Personally, I very much enjoyed getting 
to know [the students on the trip] and I 
am still in contact with a few of them.” 
Hartmus said. “It was very fun experiencing 
something new alongside people you 
haven’t met before.”

While the first week was largely 
composed of touring and sightseeing, 
the last five days were spent at an 
informative conference that was based 
around the idea that education should 

be a human right. During the the 
conference in Davos, students woke 
early to walk to the summit, where they 
experienced days filled with speeches, 
workshops, and constructive activities. 

“We first listened to a few different 
keynote speakers, then headed over to 
morning workshops where we learned 
about anything from slam poetry to the 
benefits of having outdoor classrooms,” 
Hartmus said.

 After a break for lunch, students 
reconvened into groups called 

innovation stations 
where they learned 
about design 
thinking and created 
several projects. 
This was followed 
by another round 
of speakers before 
dinner and a social 
event, such as a 
dance party, carnival 
or dessert.

The content of 
the conference was 
centered around 
the issue of global 
access to education. 
The summit taught 

different ways to combat this issue and fix 
such injustices on a local scale as well. 

One of the highlight speakers was Sir Ken 
Robinson, an English author and speaker 
who was made famous for his series of Ted 
Talks pertaining to modern edcuation. 

“Listening to and meeting the different 
speakers allowed me to really understand 
how important having an education is 
to people all over the world, and how in 
need some places are for innovation in 
their education systems,” Hartmus said. 

Overall, the trip provided not only 
the memories of visiting famous and 
historic cities, but also the informative 
experience of the human rights summit. 

“The trip has shaped what I want 
to do with my future and my career,” 
Hartmus said. “[It] has taught me so 
much about the world around me.” 

senior Patrick toohey visits the notre Dame cathedral 
in Paris. this monumental building was one of the 
many landmarks the students saw in europe.

PHoto By PAtriCk tooHEy 

Students travel through Western Europe, attend human rights 
summit during the school-sponsored trip with EFTours

DAtA For tHIs yAy or nAy comPIleD tHrougH A surVey oF tHe ArlIngtonIAn stAFF. 
Future yAy or nAy surVeys wIll Poll A segment oF tHe stuDent boDy.

you watched the women’s  
world cup. 80%

yAy or nAy CoMPilED By MAEVE o’BriEn

you agree with the  
scotus decision to  

legalize gay marriage. 

90% yay, 0% Nay, 10% UNdeCided

 20% yay, 80% Nay, 0% UNdeCided

you feel ready to return  
to school.

50% yay, 40% Nay, 10% UNdeCided

you traveled out of the country 
this summer. 

10% yay, 90% Nay, 0% UNdeCided

ypu think the school-wide 
purchase of macbooks is a good 

allocation of money. 

0% yay, 50% Nay, 50% UNdeCided

50%

you support relocating upper 
Arlington’s emergency Dispatch 
center to columbus. 

10% yay, 30% Nay, 60% UNdeCided

you feel anxious or  
stressed due to the college 

admissions process. 

80% yay, 10% Nay, 10% UNdeCided

80%

you play a fall sport.

40% yay, 60% Nay, 0% UNdeCided

60%

60%

90%

50%

90%
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Mud pies, land lines and sunny skies. That’s all it used to 
take to create an amazing summer. Excitement came from 
creativity, happiness from memories and disappointment 

from when your friends couldn’t come out and play. 
What happened to summer? Who and what 

decided it was okay for kids to grow up, leaving 
behind the mud pies and to pick up the 467-pounds 
of SAT and ACT practice books? Summer used to 
mean no agendas, no practices, no assignments and 
no worries. June, July and August are supposed to 
be three months of bare feet, blazing sun, barbeques 
and the blues. 

Yes, I did say the blues. I’m not talking about 
the red, white and blues of Fourth of July. No, I’m 
talking about two different summer blues. 

The first one is the resurfaced idea of summer 
reading. Sure, the idea of reading a novel on your own 
in the summer has been around but now each class is 
assigned a book. It definitely shouldn’t be a struggle to 
read a couple books over the course of summer. However, instead of 
scrambling at the end of the season trying to choke down words of a 
book that is of no interest, why not read for pleasure? 

With college right around the corner for upperclassman, 

wouldn’t it benefit them to read a book that educates them on a 
possible career path? 

The second summer blue was something that came with large 
force and intensity: the rain. It wasn’t the typical fun 
summer rain where you would feel spontaneous by 
dancing in it. Nope, that got old about the first 12 
times. This was a rain that even Bill Kelly, the NBC 6 
meteorologist, was taken aback by and showed it by 
retweeting a picture of the sun with the caption “what 
is this?” Needless to say, having to sit inside for a large 
portion of June and some of July was not ideal. 

According to Kelly’s tweet on July 13, 84 percent 
of the previous 31 days were rainy in Ohio. On 
July 9, it was recorded that 2.25 inches of rain fell 
at the Columbus airport. It was also recorded that 
the precipitation was 120 percent times the normal 
amount for 2015. 

Luckily, summer is a time where even problems 
like reading two books the day before school starts 

and missing some vital tanning time isn’t that big of a deal. 
The best summer days are the days where the 467-pounds of 

SAT and ACT practice books can be put aside to make mud pies 
under the (very rarely) sunny sky. 

By MCDAniEl  
HArtrAnFt, ’17

What did you most enjoy doing 
over the summer break?

EigHt in EigHt CoMPilED By MCDAniEl HArtrAnFt

EigHt stuDEnts rEsPonD in EigHt WorDs

JUNior  

“Having fun 
with fellow 
friends stuck 
in ohio.” 

sophoMore  

“Fun, stormy, 
friends, 
swimming, 
festivals, 
vacation, 
younglife, 
soccer.” 

freshMaN  

“Duke, 
Vanderbilt, 
northwestern, 
chicago, 
interesting, 
football, 
humid, 
exciting.” 

seNior  

“I spent my 
summer 
laying on the 
beach.” 

seNior  

“Vacation 
was relaxing 
and I 
enjoyed 
family time.”

JUNior  

“Drivers 
license, 
babysitting, 
hammocking, 
friends, lifting, 
reading, 
swimming.” 

“more like 
what didn’t I 
do? uP toP!” 

sophoMore  

“my summer 
was great. 
I met new 
friends.” 

freshMaN  

Columnist notes toll of summer 
reading, inclement weather  
on plans during summer break
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driving down the streets of uA, an 
onlooker will see a flurry of signs 

dotting the curbsides. Campaign posters, 
sports signs, garage sale notices, and protest 
banners line the sidewalks– oh, and we can’t 
forget the “Honk for Jim’s 50th!” signs. 

signs placed within 6-8 feet of the 
curb without a sidewalk are technically 
placed illegally, and it is the City of 
upper Arlington’s right to take them 
down if it is cluttering the streets 
or obstructing the view of drivers, 
according to the Columbus Dispatch.

However, in the past few weeks, it 
hasn’t been sports signs that have been 
taken down. it hasn’t been Jim’s birthday 
sign that has been removed. it’s been the 
signs protesting three controversial city 
actions: the renovations of Fancyburg 
and northam Park, and the relocation of 
emergency dispatchers. 

Both issues have recently inflamed the 
upper Arlington community, as discussed 
on page 4 in “Park renovations” and 
“save uA 911.” However, what seems to 
be creating tension is not only the issues 
themselves, but the lack of consideration 
of the part of the City for the community’s 
expression of their opinions. 

the fact that upper Arlington had 

been doing research on the possibility 
of relocation since 2010, and the 
announcement has only just been 
made has infuriated members of the 
‘save uA 911’ group, as they don’t feel 
community participation has been a 
priority for the city administration.

in addition, community members 
are angry their protest signs, “save 
Fancyburg” and “save uA 911”, are being 
taken away, while other signs remain. 

the city seems to be trying to suppress 
the opposition, but instead, they should 
welcome it. A protest sign doesn’t signify 
disdain with the administration, it shows 
concern; it shows care, care for the 
community and its residents. 

these community groups want the best 
for upper Arlington, and it’s better to garner 
their support rather than quell their voices. 

We recognize that information 
is integral to these city actions. it’s 
abundantly clear that the city has 
done ample research, but it’s high 
time they shared it with the public. 
Educate us, and give the community 
a chance to understand the reasoning 
behind these city actions. give the 
community a chance to work with the 
administration, not against it, because 
we all want the same thing: a better, 
and safer upper Arlington. 

a sign of concern
City should welcome resident input, not stifle it

EDitoriAl CArtoon By CHArlottE JAnEs

1 Walk fast in the hallways. Most people 
have places to go and would rather be 

on time so don’t make them late. Freshmen 
have the 
reputation 
of being 
slow and 
you have 
the power to 
change that 
stereotype.

2 Don’t 
be 

afraid to talk 
to teachers 
if you are 
having 
trouble. 
Your grades are your responsibility, so don’t 
make ot allow your parents talk to your 
teachers more than you do. Take control 
of your education; it’s your life. If you have 
problems completing an assignment, talk to 
your teachers instead of just handing them a 
reprieve pass expecting an extension.

3 Get involved in school activities. If 
you start early you can weed out the 

clubs that you don’t like and do the ones 
you do. Also, if you start your freshman 
year, it’s easier to get a position in the club 
by the time you are an upperclassman.

4 Make sure you are leaving time to 
relax and sleep. You will be a happier 

person if you just sleep, so sleep at least eight 
hours every day if you can. Cramming that 
last hour won’t make a difference if you are 
sleeping through your classes. Missing a 
homework assignment is better than pulling 
an all nighter. Also, teachers are reasonable 
people so email them if you have problems.

5 Be nice. you will see these people 
for four years so don’t make the people 

around you miserable.

6 Have fun. This is a time when you get 
more and more freedoms to do what 

you like, when you want. Explore your 
options, but don’t be stupid.

7 Don’t worry. It’s just high school. 
Whatever drama will probably end 

when you graduate. You will forget your 
GPA after a few years. While it is important 
to do well, you don’t have to be perfect to 
get into your “dream college.” 

By kElly CHiAn , ’16

how to survive 
freshman year



STAND UP AND CHEER.
Cheer loud and long for dear old Arlington.

www.arlingtonbank.com

Yes, it’s the opening chorus of our hometown alma mater.
But it also echoes the way a lot of Upper Arlington

 folks feel about their hometown bank. 
We take pride in being locally owned and locally operated.  

And we’ve been serving our friends and neighbors 
from Upper Arlington and beyond for more than sixteen years.

Stop in to one of our branches and 
find out what all the cheering is about.

Tremont Center
2130 Tremont Center 
Upper Arlington, OH 43221
614-486-9000

Grandview
1460 Grandview Ave
Columbus, OH 43212
614-486-0700

Reed Road
4621 Reed Road
Columbus, OH 43220
614-486-9600


